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JIM SANDERS has logged 1.98 million miles in
a lifetime of flying with Delta Air Lines Inc.
Sanders, 64, a sales manager for Boise Cascade, is on a Delta plane just about every week.
He’s been a platinum medallion member, logging
more than 75,000 miles annually, for more years
than he can remember.
But the prospect of Delta ceasing operations—temporarily or permanently—doesn’t
worry him.
“I’d find some way to get where I have to go.
It would be an inconvenience, but I would sort it
out,” he said.
I[[:[bjW"fW][-

AIRTRAN AIRWAYS’ Kevin Healy won’t comment on Delta Air Lines’ troubles, but he can’t
hide how he views the situation.
“In 1999, most people expected AirTran to fail
and believed there was no way we could compete
with Delta’s hub,” says Healy, AirTran’s vice president of planning.
“In the past seven years, AirTran has refinanced the company, brought in all new aircraft,
expanded and diversified the route network and
is now considered an industry leader—one of only
two consistently profitable carriers over that time
span.”
If Delta Air Lines Inc. were to fold, AirTran
would be tempted to deviate from its successful
I[[7_hJhWd"fW][,
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plan of flying modest domestic aircraft and might start competing for Delta’s most popular Atlanta routes to Hawaii, Europe and the Caribbean.
“They have to weigh the risks,” says Mike Mooney, senior vice president of The Boyd
Group, an Evergreen, Colo.-based aviation air service consulting firm.
AirTran’s niche is flying Boeing 717s and 737s, adds Mooney, who like many contacted
for this series, says he does not believe Delta will go under. Acquiring and operating
jumbo jets—usually used for overseas travel—could jeopardize AirTran’s strategy of
working short-haul markets, principally in the eastern part of the country.
“AirTran is certainly in the position to expand significantly at Atlanta should the opportunity present itself,” Mooney says. “But we would be measuring that in dozens of airplanes instead of hundreds of airplanes.”
Indeed, almost any measurement shows AirTran would have trouble doing more than
cherry-picking choice routes from a Delta carcass.
Delta has 986 daily departures from Atlanta to 244 destinations. AirTran has 225 daily
flights from Atlanta to 49 destinations, all in the United States, except one to the Bahamas.
Delta has more than four times as many pilots as AirTran—5,930 to 1,304. It has 55,700
full-time employees; AirTran has roughly 7,000 workers, according to both airlines’ 2005
proxies.
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Delta leases 100 gates at Hartsfield-Jackson
Atlanta International Airport. AirTran leases
22.
AirTran’s success has surprised some, given
its humble beginning in 1988 as a holding company for Mesaba Airlines.
In 1994, AirTran acquired Orlando, Fla.based Conquest Sun Airlines and renamed it
AirTran Airways. In 1997, Atlanta-based ValuJet, a year after a tragic crash that prompted
much criticism, acquired AirTran and adopted
the AirTran name.
By August of 1998, AirTran had moved its
headquarters from Atlanta to Orlando, but its
hub remained in Atlanta.
Eight years later, AirTran’s stock price is up
273 percent from $4.63 per share in April 1999
(adjusted for stock splits and dividends) to $17.25
at the end of last week.
Michael Miller, an aviation analyst with
the Velocity Group, says there is no model for
success or failure in the airline industry, so it’s
hard to tell what would work for AirTran, with
or without the opportunities from a crippled
Delta.
“So many succeed with terrible business plans
and so many failed with good business plans,”
Miller says.
“Ten years ago, Delta didn’t face AirTran.
They had a virtual monopoly on major routes
in Atlanta and then AirTran came in,” Miller
says. “Wherever there are high prices, airlines
will attack them because low-cost airlines are
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there to attack them.”
Miller says one constant in the airline business is that where there is passenger demand,
airlines will follow. “If AirTran is in a situation
where they have a monopoly in Atlanta—I don’t
think that will happen—other airlines will step
up to compete,” Miller says.
Cincinnati, another Delta hub, is one place
AirTran doesn’t have service that it could consider adding to its roster in the future, Mooney
says.
Mike Boyd, president of The Boyd Group,
says AirTran more than likely wouldn’t take
over any international or regional destinations.
Any expansion will require new planes, and
AirTran is getting a handful of new ones each
month as part of a 2003 purchase it made for 100
planes by 2010.
Planes cost $35 million to $40 million each,
or a lease of about $400,000 a month, said Boyd.
Once the new aircraft arrives, it generally takes
90 to 100 days to create a new schedule and train
a new crew before it is flown, said Healy.
AirTran’s Healy would not discuss how the
airline would expand, regardless of Delta’s position.
He maintains, however, that Hartsfield-Jackson “will always be the busiest airport in the
world, and the Atlanta community will continue
to benefit from the competition provided by a
large carrier hub and the most successful lowfare carrier hub in America.” DR
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